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Epression of time in French Belgian Sign
Langage (LSFB)
Arélie Sinte
1. Introdction
From 1970 onwards, researchers started to stdy how temporal informa
tion can be epressed in sign langage discorse. Friedman (1975) initi-
ated the stdies by assming that American Sign Langage (ASL), nlike
many spoken langages, does not hâve a verbal flectional System in order
to epress tense. Alternatively, temporal information is encoded by relating
leical items or grammatical éléments to spatial time Unes. According to
Friedman (1975), this time line is sitated horizontally net to the signer and
is divided into three areas: the body and the area right in front of the signer
represent the présent, the zone behind him désignâtes the past, and the ftre
is located in the space in front of him. Along this line, the signer's body is
considered to be nmarked. By defalt, the body represents the time oftter-
ance. Références are made by inde finger pointing or by articlating leical
signs on the line, i.e., the more etended the arm movement the more distant
the temporal référence. Friedman's description of this line was the first step
of a large nmber of stdies eploring time epression in sign langages
(SL).
his paper présents some reslts of a hD research project dedicated to
the epression of temporal information in French Belgian Sign Langage
(LSFB). he paper consists of two main parts. he first part provides a
global synthesis of stdies condcted abot time in varios sign langages
inclding what has been observed in LSFB (Section 2). he second one
focses on spécifie analyses of LSFB on the basis of a corps of conver-
sational and narrative data. he main research qestion pertains to the way
temporal référence can be encoded in discorse. Is it leically marked and is
that always the case? If not, how is temporal référence organised? From my
own research addressing thèse qestions, it appeared that eyegaze behavior
(directed at the interloctor or directed at the hands) varies and the reglarity
of thèse variations gives relevant éléments in order to describe temporal
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référence marking in LSFB. he rôle of gaze is sbseqently illstrated by
means oftwo différent strctres fond in the corps (Section 3). An addi-
tional short section (Section 4) maintains that, nlike what we find in the
literatre, the nmarked time is not necessarily the présent time in the LSFB
data.
2. Epressing time in sign langages: revios stdies
When stdytng temporal référence, a large part ofthe sign lingistics litera
tre is dedicated to the time Unes as metaphorical représentations of time,
so that they seem to be an navoidable starting point in any description of
temporal marking. hose Unes are well known and Section 2.1. présents
a smmaiy of their sage in varios Sign Langages (LSFB inclded).
However, other éléments are also sed and mentioned: leical items (Section
2.2.), some spécifie markers (Section 2.3.), pointing and weak hand holds
(Section 2.4.) and non-manal featres (Section 2.5.). For each élément, I
will briefly otline the sitation in LSFB on the basis ofthe collected corps.
2.1. ime Unes
he se of the "back-to-front-timeline" to refer to past, présent and fiitre
was first described for ASL bt has also been fond in many other Sign
Langages, inclding: British Sign Langage (BSL) (Brennan 1983; Woll
and Stton-Spence 1998), Danish Sign Langage (DSL) (Engberg-edersen
1993), Sign LangUge of the Netherlands (NG) (Schermer and Koolhof
1990), Flemish Sign Langage (VG) (Van Herreweghe, 1995; Vermeer-
bergen 1997), Fn;nch Sign Langage (LSF) (Maeder and Loncke 1996),
Italian Sign Langjage (LIS) (izzto et al. 1995), Qébec Sign Langage
(LSQ) (Lacerte 2001), Spanish Sign Langage (LSE) (Soneira and ereiro
2004) and Astra ian Sign Langage (AUSLAN) (Johnston and Schembri
2007). In those va *ios descriptions, the line receives différent names: line A
(BSL), deictic lin (DSL) or basic line (LSE), etc. his back-to-front-time
line is sally the one mentioned first, bt other Unes are described as well
asshowninFigrî 1.
Line 1 Line 2 Line 3
Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 lan
Figre L ime Unes fond in différent sign langages
On line 1 (cf. Figre 1), as we said above concerning ASL, the past is sit-
ated behind the signer's body, the présent is right in front of him and on the
body itself, and the ftre is located in the area in front of the signer. he
movement of the signs articlated on this line détermines how far removed
the référence is. If the movement is distant from the body, the time référence
is remote, either in the past or in the ftre. his line is linked to the western
conception of time (among others, Woll and Stton-Spence 1999; Maeder
and Loncke 1996) in which the past featres as something we leave behind
s and we cannot go back to while the ftre is a path we are walking on.
his représentation is not spécifie to Deafcltre; it is widespread in spoken
langages as well, as can be illstrated by the metaphor the "ftre is ahead"
(ab 2001: 115). he iconic characteristics of sign langages hâve been
widely demonstrated and eplained, bt this metaphor is not spécifie to those
langages. Spoken langages also hâve varios epressions sing space in
a metaphorical way to epress temporal références, as in "the deadline is
approaching, we are getting close to Christmas, timeflows by I canfeel a
headache coming' (Evans 2005: 61, 66). Althogh it is less common, some
cltres (for instance Chinese and other oriental cltres (Lacerte 2001))
represent the ftre behind the body becase we cannot see what is coming
while we know the events that occrred in the past and we can hâve seen
them. So in those cltres the past is sitated in front, Le., visible and known.
Line 2 is sed in order to sitate a séqence ofevents. he point of référ
ence is not the présent embodied by the signer bt an event (or a more or
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less précise date) which mst be eplicitly given in tbe discorse. Other
events are sitated relative to this point he Iine is oriented from left to right
(comparable to the written form of western langages) and is parallel to the
signer's body. Références located on the left side are anterior to those located
on the right side.
Line 3 is sitated on a diagonal ais embodied by the non dominant
arm from the elbow to the fingers. he se of this line varies from one SL
to another: sitating events related to a référence point mentioned in the
discorse (DSL, Engberg-edersen 1993), epressing calendar nits (BSL
(Woll and Stton-Spence 1999) and LSQ (Lacerte 2001)) or articlating
signs like before or later (in LSFB for instance).
Line 4 constittes a blending of the three first Unes, which is why it is
called a "mied line", a name that was first coined in DSL (Engberg-edersen
1993). It is perpendiclar to the signer, right in front of him, in the middle
of his chest. eriods or séqences sitated on this line are always perceived
from an anterior perspective. Events are seen coming in a very near ftre.
Using this line, the speaker introdces a spécifie point of view regarding the
events.
Not many stdies mention the eistence of line 5 (eceptions are NG
and LSQ). It is called the 64top-down line" as it is a vertical line in front of
the signer9s face. Days of the week are located hère when information is
organisée in the form ofa week's schedle. Monday is then signed at the top
ofthe line and Snday at the bottom.
he sith line is a time line on which the growth of an individal from
child to adlt is epressed. In contrast to S, it is oriented from bottom to top.
Signers freqently se this line when they talk abot the major events, like
stdies and so on, in the life of an individal.
Finally, calendar nits (comparable to line 5) can be organised on a plan
rather than a line making se of two dimensions in front of the signer. his
plan can be sed z s a schedle ofa week or as a schedle ofa year. In the first
case, the first dim snsion (from top to bottom) allows the signer to give infor
mation abot eve îts occrring at différent moments in a day (morning at the
top and evening it the bottom). he second dimension (from left to right)
represents every iay of a week (from Monday to Snday) so that there is
one colmn for e* ch day. In the second case (also mentioned as a diagram in
Sallandre 2007:1IS0), every vertical colmn represents a month. he begin-
ning ofthe mont} is located at the top and the end at the bottom.
Not ail the lii es described above hâve been described for ail the sign
langages mentiened. For BSL, for eample, lines 1, 2, 3 and 6 hâve been
described(Brenni, 1983; Woll and Stton-Spence 1998). Lines 1 (deictic),
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2 (seqential), 3 (anaphoric), 4 (mied line) and the plan (calendar plan) hâve
been sed in DSL (Engberg-edersen 1993). NG ses lines 1, 2, 4, 6 and
the plan (Schermer and Koolhof 1990). Lines 1 and 2 are respectively named
basic and secondaiy lines in ESL (Soneira and ereiro 2004). Researchers
on LIS (izzto et al. 1994) mention line 1 as an ais determined by the fact
that the past is sitated behind the body and the ftre in front of it. In LSQ
(Lacerte 1993) ses of lines 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 hâve been observed. Johnston
and Schembri (2007) confirm lines 1, 2 and 3 in AUSLAN bt they do not
recognize the eistence of line 6. Johnston (1989) even contests the descrip
tion of this strctre as a time line. According to him, this ais is only sed
with leical items associated with the growth of individals and has no link
with a time line. He makes the argment that ifthe ais is sed pside-down,
it signifies that somebody is becoming smaller and is never a référence to
the past.
In LSFB, I fond ses of lines 1,2, 3,4,6 and the plan.
Figre 2. two weeks ftre (line 1)
Figre 3, (from) Monday (to) Snday (line 2)
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Figre 4. before,1 (line 3)
FigreS, S00N(line4)
6. time passing / grow (line 6)
7. two periods of time (esday from
8:30 AM to 10:30 AM and from 16:00
to 18:00) (are) free (plan)
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2.2. Leical items
In this paper, leical time markers are nderstood as signs articlated by
the hands which convey temporal information. Nmeros stdies on varios
Sign Langages mention the sage of this kind of signs (LSQ, ASL, BSL,
LSE, NG...). In LSFB, this incldes signs sch as 1) yesterday, tomorrow,
after, before and 2) calendar nits sch as year, month, day, etc.
Figre 8. yesterday Figre . year
Figre 10. thrsday
Many of those signs are articlated in space on the basis of the "time is
ahead" metaphor (see above). Variations epressing proimity or distance
of the références are marked by bodily movements and other non-manal
featres (sch as facial epression) (Baker and Cokely 1980).
Some leical items bring p another orientation of time. his is, for
instance, the case of the sign before, in LSFB (as illstrated in Figre 4).
he past is sitated on the left ofthe signer's body and the ftre on the right.
he signs yesterday and before, are respectively associated with Unes 1
and 3.
In sign langages sch as NG, LSE, LSQ and LSFB, most calendar nit
signs can receive two différent modlations: a movement can be added to the
base form and they can be modified by means ofnmber incorporation in the
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handshape. he two modifications can be combined. Consider the sign year
(LSFB) in the eample below:
Figre II. oneyear
Figre 12. for-years-ago
2.3. Spécifie markers
i
Bakerand Cokely j( 1980) hâve noted in ASLthe eistence ofcertain "spécifie"
markers, viz. wili, finish and not-yet. In LSFB, sch signs are also sed as
in Figres 13,14 id 15.
Figre 13. not-yet
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Figre 14. finish2
Figre 15. will
2.4. ointing
Friedman (1975) is the first athor to mention that inde pointing can be
sed for temporal référence. he past and ftre are marked by pointing at
the areas sitated respectively behind and in front of the signer. According
to her, this kind of pointing is placed on the time line (see line 1 in Figre
1). She claims that pointing can be combined with leical items bt in thèse
cases, the pointing sign is considered as redndant.
In LSFB, pointing is also very common in temporal marking. When it
is associated with hand holds, it is sed to maintain temporal références in
discorse. his will be discssed frther down. o illstrate, hère is one
screenshot of the séqence developed in Figre 27.
Figre 16. ointing sign hold (a date)
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2.5. Hand holds
Baker and Cokely ( 1980) hâve fond referential ses ofthe weak hand. Signs
sch as before, after, net and from-now-on are prodced with both hands
bt each hand has a différent fonction. One of the hands (in most cases, it
is the non-dominant hand of the signer) becomes the référence point and
is maintained in a point of space depicting a temporal référence while the
other hand îndicates a separate moment relative to the time marked by the
first hand hold. he same strctre has been observed in LSFB. It will be
eponded on frther down (Section 3.2.2.) and linked to eyegaze behavior.
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I Figre 17. recently
2.6. Non-manals
In addition to information conveyed by the hands, temporal marking is
also indicated by non-manal éléments, Le., facial epression and body
movements.
Baker and Cokely (1980) describe the rôle played by facial epression
and sholder movements in the epression of what they call non-manal
adverbs in ASL. he athors say that the behavior ofthe cheeks (pffed or
hollowed), of the eyebrows (frowning or raised), of the eyes (wide open or
nearly closed), ofthe lips and the moth (prsed or open) and so on, partici-
pate in the constrction of temporal références. For instance, pffed cheeks
signal that the temporal référence is qite distant from the présent, whereas
a temporal référence very close to présent is indicated by raising the cheek
andside ofthe moth (Baker and Cokely 1980: 177-179). hey note that
this global facial epression is pretty mch tied in with sholder movements.
he sholder ofthe signer moves forwards and/or pwards for références to
the ftre while movements backwards refer to the past. he amplitde of
the movements and the intensity ofthe facial epression together mark the
time référence. he more intensive the movement, the closer the time référ
ence is to the présent both with a movement forwards and backwards. Bt it
seems difficlt (if lot impossible) to describe ehastively ail the variations
of facial epresskns and link them one by one to temporal significations.
Non-manal behavior in LSFB does not differ from the description ofnon-
manals in others SLs.
Figre 18. very-recently
In thèse figres, manals are completely similar bt the meaning ofthe signs
differs. Figre 17 shows an nmarked form ofthe sign récent. he face and
body are in netral position. It signifies a temporal référence ndetermined
in the récent past, not specifically close or distant from the présent Figre
18 illstrâtes the rôle of non-manals. he facial epression is emphasized
(eyebrows raised and lips stretched) and the sholder moves forwards. In this
case, the sign is nderstood as very-recently. he référence is considered as
very close to the présent.
2.7. Remarks on the basis ofLSFB observations
Besides the description ofthe featres developed above (time lines, leical
signs, spécifie markers, pointing, hand holds, facial epression and body
movements) which are overall qite similar for LSFB, in the literatre, we
find additional comments abot time epression. wo of thèse comments
will be discssed hère becase with respect to LSFB some modification
seems to be necessaiy. First, it is widely accepted (Engberg-edersen 1993;
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Lacerte 1993; Soneira and ereiro 2004) that the preferred way to organise
différent références to time is the chronological order ofevents. he séqence
of events in discorse tends to reflect their real sccession. It spposes that
the signer knows eactly, in advance, what he is going to say so that he is
able to avoid any flashback or anticipation. his adhérence to chronology
seems to be common. It has been observed in DSL, VG, LSQ and LSE,
as well as in LSFB. AH the narratives in the data3 (which make a total of 21
séqences signed by 8 différent signers and a total of70 mintes recording)
are reconted in chronological order. Bt the conversational data (the
majority ofthe corps) also shows eamples ofevents told in an order which
is not chronological. One of the tasks proposed to the signers is to eplain
for events organised in a schedle on a slide. hree ofthe for participants
do not se chronological order to sitate the events. Since they can see ail
events on one slide, it was epected that they wold follow the chronology
bt for three ofthem, this is not the case. he eample flly presented below
(Section 3.2.2, first eample. Figre 27) illstrâtes that non-chronological
order.
Secondly, it is generally considered (Friedman 1975; Cogen 1977; Baker
and Cokely 1980; Schermer and Koolhof 1990; Soneira and ereiro 2004)
that, when there is no eplicit marking of time, the time by defalt is the
présent. his leaves s with at least two qestions: firstly, what do we call
"no eplicit marking of time" and secondly, in the absence of any mark, is
the point of référence always anchored in the présent? Indeed, in narratives,
why do we consider the discorse to be in the présent? In the cartoons ofthe
corps, there is no cle as to when they happen and the signer has no reason
to specify the time. Bt there is no argment to say that no mark implies that
the story is told in the présent. Analyses of spoken langages in which the
se of a verb necessarily implies temporal marking may hâve inflenced the
description in sign langages. In French for instance, story-telling can be
done in the présent tense as what is called a "narrative présent" which is sed
as an ndetermined time and is typical of stories. Bt this stoiy time might
be différent and taes can also be told sing the imperfect tense. So, in LSFB,
when there is no sign, no item, no facial or corporal epression which gives
information aboti time, the discorse is considered as nmarked. Criteria to
distingish between présent tense and nmarked time hâve to be discovered
and described. A ftrst approach will be proposed in Section 4.
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3. AnalysisofLSFB data
Beside the inventory ofthe éléments involved in temporal marking, it seems
relevant to focs on how those éléments combine to organise temporal référ
ences in différent types ofdiscorse (viz. monologic narratives vs. conversa
tions in this research). Within the LSFB data, I noted that two featres (Le.,
eyegaze and hands) are related to each other in sch a way that, together,
they anchor the temporal landmark.
3.1. he data
he corps sed in the présent stdy is composed ofvarios data. A first set
ofvideos was recorded in Jne 2010. In that set, there are two distinct parts.
he first part4 is composed of for signers interviewed by a deaf informant
on personal topics (j°b, stdies, etc.) and filmed with three caméras (one
facing each speaker and a wide view ofboth). he second part deals with the
same for signers who are looking at a powerpoint présentation consisting
of pictres, videos and schemata related to temporal information (schedle,
short cartoons, etc.). hey are asked to sign what they see5.
Figre 19. First part ofthe videos with a deaf interviewer.
Figre 20. Second part with the powerpoint présentation.
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A second set of videos was recorded in November 2011. Forteen signers
participated in this data collection setting. hey talked in pairs, responding
to two séries of 21 qestions (abot varios sbjects sch as history, cltre,
crrent affairs, personal activities and hobbies...) sbmitted in LSFB (signed
by a native signer) on a screen net to one of the signers (they changed
position after the first séries of qestions). hanks to this setting (absence
of the hearing researcher, no powerpoint présentation on a screen, qestions
signed by a native signer and the variety of the topics) those data are mch
more spontaneos than the data ofthe second part of2010 and the dialoges
between the two informants are less formai.
Figre 2L Arrangement ofNovember 2011 recording.
In addition to those two principal sets, colleages from the University of
Namr hâve been kind enogh to allow me access to their previos videos
recordings (only one caméra facing the signer) which consist offor version
of the same cartoon ("Illsion") signed by for différent people6 and si
interviews (for si différent signers) abot their personal and professional
lives7.
3.2. Analyses
A first sample of the data (called sample 1) has been analysed consisting of
4 hors and 25 mintes of videos inclding conversations and narratives,
involving 7 signers (aged from 27 to 60), taken from both corpora (4 signers
from the 2010 corps and 3 signers from the 2011 corps). he qestion
that led the research focsed on how temporal références are epressed and
organised in discorse. emporal information sch as dates, periods and
events are epressed in varios ways. he goal is to bring to the foregrond
how they are encoded and how they are linked to one another. Dring the
analysis it became clear that a combination of the behavior of the eyegaze
and the hands reveals éléments relevant to a description of temporal référ
ences. he focs is on the rôle of eyegaze and this rôle is observed throgh
two distinct strctres noted in the corps. he first one, which has not yet
been described in the literatre, is a comparative strctre of two moments
in time in which the répétition of an élément prodces a bracketing effect.
he second one is the pointing sign hold. his strctre is better known bt
has not yet been thoroghly stdied with respect to temporal information and
has not been stdied at ail in LSFB. he two strctres hâve been chosen
becase oftheir récrrence in the data.
3.2. L Comparison oftwo moments in time
In varios séqences, comparisons between two moments or periods of
time hâve been noted as illstrated in Figre 24. Eleven occrrences of this
constrction (signed by for différent signers) hâve been fond in sample 1.
Figre 22, Cartoon 'Illsion Figre 23. Interview.
BEFORE, NOW BEFORE2
Figre24. Comparison between two periods (LSFB2010 BS cl.00.18.31.730
cl.00.18.55.428)
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Hère are the glosses and the translation of the whole séqence (which is too
long to be illstrated with screenshots):
BEGINNING BEFOREX INERNE NO YE BEFORE! 1994 UNIL 2000 ERIOD MORE
GROU ROFESSIONAL DOWNLOAD NO BUY AR YOU WAN ME COY GrVE BU YOU
BUY WHA YOU GIVE ME EXCH^NGE RY EXCHANGE COMMUNICAION HINK SAME
BUY NO FREE EXCHANGE NOW MORE AND MORE INERNE DOWNLOAD EXCHANGE NO
DOWNLOAD ALL SIGNING FEWER AND FEWER MEE SOMEIMES SIGNING A BI HA'S
ALL BEFORE, MORE YOU HAVE WHA EXCHANGE SIGNING MORE
4At the beginning, before the Internet, that is to say before a period sitated
between 1994 and 2000, it sed to be grops of professionals. We didn't
download (the software) bt we boght some. Yo want me to give yo a
copy? Ok, bt what did yo by? Yo give me yors and I give yo mine.
here was echange and commnication. We thoght the same. We didn't
want to by bt echanged for free. Now, we download more and more. We
can download everything so there is no more echange. So the signing (abot
software) is increasingly rare. Yo meet someone sometimes and yo sign a
bit bt not a lot. Before, we signed more thanks to the echanges.'
In the eample shown hère, the signer compares how people shared infor
mation abot compter programs before and after the spread of the Internet
that is to say (according to the signer) before and after 2000. o eplain the
différences, the signer begins by giving dates. His eplanation is divided into
three parts. First, he starts with dates associated with the sign before, (i.e.,
the period between 1994 and 2000; cf. also endnote 1) which is the second
sign ofthe séqence indicating that the comments he makes are related to the
period before the advent of the Internet. hen, the sign now is qickly real-
ised and followed by information abot actal practices regarding compter
programs. he leical sign is brief bt is salient enogh to mark the distinc
tion between the itwo moments. And finally, the speaker goes back to the
previos period \n order to repeat how the sitation was before 2000. his
third part is introdced by the sign beforEj. Each ofthe three parts contains a
leical time mark >r. In this case: before,, now and before2.
he se of this type of strctre "embraciates" information. he brack-
eting consists of i répétition of an élément A (or a séqence of éléments)
which flank anoth sr séqence oféléments B (for a related topic, see Merant
2010). For tempo al constrctions, it is the first time that this kind of répéti
tion (A-B-A) is c escribed. he particlarity in the présent eample is that
the repeated elem snt has two distinct forms: before, and before2. Both signs
are sed to talk a>ot the period before 1994-2000 bt they hâve différent
implications in teins of référence point and ennciation. he sign before,
is prodced sing both hands. he weak hand holds and anchors the référ
ence point which is given directly after this sign (1994 ntil 2000 period)
while the dominant hand moves backwards on the arm to indicate the net
information is relative to the period that précèdes the point of référence,
namely before 2000. he sign BEFORE, cannot be sed alone, i.e., withot
an eplicit leicalised point of référence, otherwise it is impossible to grasp
which moment or period the signer is talking abot It is part ofa constitent
composed by at least before, and a leical sign. Bt the eplicit élément is
sometimes given before and sometimes following before,. Hitherto, a préf
érence for a spécifie order or syntactic différences between the two possibili-
ties has not been fond. he sign before^ is articlated only by the dominant
hand. It is characterised by a backwards movement over the sholden Unlike
before,, BEFOREa can be sed alone, withot any leical item.
Frthermore, the eyegaze behavior provides an insight into the two
signs before. In the first case, the manal articlation of before, is associ
ated with a gaze et off from the addressee and resting on the hands (see
pictres above), and more precisely on the point associated with the référ
ence (1994-2000) indicated by the contact point of the two hands. In this
séqence constrcted with before,, the eyegaze strengthens the référence
(given eplicitly by the dates) anchored in the signing space by the hands.
hen, after having eplained what happened before 1994-2000, the
signer describes the crrent sitation. he sign now introdces comments
abot a period between 2000 (transition moment) and now. his period is
linked with a kind of gênerai présent and so associated with the time of
speaking. And in this case, it co-occrs with an eyegaze oriented towards the
addressee dring the articlation ofnow.
Finally, the signer ses before2 in the third part of the strctre with the
eyegaze on the addressee, contrary to the first séqence (with before,). Also,
there is no manal sign connected to beforEj. At that moment, the référence
point (which has jst been defined) is the gênerai présent éqivalent to the
time of speaking. he speaker repeats briefly how the sitation was before
the transition moment i.e. before a period commencing in 2000 and which
contines now in the présent. he répétition (A-B-A) therefore occrs at a
semantic level: the signer mentions what the sitation was like before 1994—
2000 twice, bt he introdces the two occrrences by means oftwo différent
signs with the same semantic meaning.
A second, very similar eample has been fond in the videos of another
signer.
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FASHION CHANGE
'Fashion has changed.'
BEFOR£2 ELEVISION A BIG FORM
'Before, the télévision was large.'
NOW ELEVISION FLA (SCREEN)
'Now, the télévision has a flat screen.'
BEFORE2 CHANGE
'Before, it was différent.'
Figre25. CompaHson between two periods (LSFB2010 LMU cl.00.16.55.279 -
cl.00.17.06.908)
he signer compares télévision set designs at two moments in time.
She eplains that before, the télévisions were big and blky bt now the
screens are smaller and thin. he répétition of "before" prodces a brack-
eting effect. In this case, contrary to the previos eample, she ses the same
sign beforEj twice. his sign is not linked to any date or any leical item.
here is no précise information abot the time the signer refers to. As said
for the previos eample (Figre 24), the signs BEFORE2 does not need to be
correlated with an eplicit référence point. Hère, the signer simply refers to
a contrast between the présent and the past. She ses the same signs before2
bt in this eample, the passive hand participâtes in the anchoring of the
référence and there is a slight différence between the two occrrences. he
first time, the passive hand is an inde handshape which can be regarded as a
spreading ofthe leical sign télévision which précèdes before^ he second
time, the same spreading phenomenon occrs. his time, the handshape of
the passive hand is similar to the handshape sed to represent the flat screen
ofmodem télévisions.
With respect to eyegaze, the same observation can be made on the basis
of this second eample. he sign before2 does not reqire a gaze on the
hands becase it is not linked to any leical item articlated by the hands in
signing space and the référence point is the time ofthe dialoge so the gaze
is oriented to the addressee.
Analyses of this kind of séqences by means of the observation of
eyegaze and hands combined give a new approach to the stdy of temporal
epressions and time lines. In the eamples discssed above, temporal référ
ence signs are articlated on lines 1 and 3. before, is linked to Une 3 while
BEFORE2 and now are articlated on line 1. he rôle of eye gaze in temporal
marking is focsed on as it provides an anchoring of the référence point.
When oriented to the interloctor, it signifies that the temporal landmark is
the time of speaking (even if, as in the first eample, the présent has to be
nderstood as a large period i.e. from 2000 to now). Line 1 is called a deictic
line (Engberg-edersen 1993) and indeed the deictic fonction of the signs
articlated on this line is endorsed by the eye gaze. Line 3 does not reqire
this kind of eyegaze, on the contrary, temporal signs on this line are artic
lated together with an interrption of the gaze on the addresse. Signs of line
1, combined with a gaze on the addressee activate a landmark determined by
the time ofthe tterance while signs articlated on line 3 spported by a gaze
(even briefly) et offfrom the addressee and oriented on the hand(s) activate
a landmark determined eplicitly in the discorse and which can be any time,
past, présent or ftre. Clearly, eyegaze behavior is significant
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3.2.2. emporal landmarks as pointing sign holds: a boy
he data show another strctre involved in temporal marking, Le. the
pointing sign holds. his type of pointing has been described as a "boy"
by Vogt-Svendsen and Bergman (2007). he définition ofboys is based on
Liddell:
"Signers freqently prodce signs with the weak hand that are held in a sta-
tionary configration as the strong hand contines prodcing signs. Semanti-
cally they help gide the discorse by serving as conceptal landmarks as the
discorse contines. Since they maintain a physical présence that helps gide
the discorse as it proceeds I am calling them boys. Some boys appear
only briefly whereas others raay be maintained dring a significant stretch of
signing." (Liddeil 2003:223)
Liddell présents for différent types ofboys: list boys, thème boys, frag
ment boys and pointer boys (for more abot this topic, see Liddell 2003 p.
223-260). Vogt-Svendsen and Bergman (2007) add yet another type ofboy,
i.e., the point boy, and maintain that "boys typically represent discorse
entities and, as sch, can be pointed at, and hâve verbs and pronons directed
towards them. he OINER boy (an etended inde finger), however, is
spécial in that itpoints towards an entity, rather than represents it." (Svendsen
and Bergman 2007: 217)
Articlated by the weak hand, it can be realised with two différent hand-
shape: a flat hand or an etended inde finger. In the temporal contet, the
point boy indicates a landmark and the signs that follow are sitated in
relation to it.
he same type of pointing signs has been identified in the LSFB data.
Once again, it is the corrélation between eyegaze and hands which gide the
analysis and the description ofthis pointer boy in LSFB.
In the net eample, the signer eplains the schedle presented in
Figre 26.
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Monday
1
8
15
Holidays
22
29
esday
2
9
16
Holidays
23
30
Friend's
birthday
Wednesday
3
10
17
Holidays
24
31
hrsday
4
2pm:
dentist
11
18
Holidays
25
Friday
5
12
19
Holidays
26
Satrday
6
13
lOam:
hairdresser
20
Holidays
27
Snday
7
14
21
Holidays
28
Figre 26. Mardi schedle.
he only instrction given to the signer is "eplain what yo see". We do
not know whether Mardi is in the présent, the past or the ftre. he signer
can choose the point of référence. One signer begins her eplanation with
the week off in the middle and she sitâtes the other events in relation to
that week. She décides to imagine a contet and she adds a comment before
starting the eplanation. "Yo want an appointment in Mardi? Wait..." and
then she develops the schedle. herefore, the point of référence she gives
is the break week. She establishes that landmark with two pointing signs
prodced simltaneosly by both hands pointing at the same locs and she
maintains one ofthem with the passive hand. he boy is held dring almost
the whole description. She interrpts the hold one time becase ofthe artic
lation of the sign holidays8 which is most often signed with both hands
and she stops at the end of the description, for the Iast event (Mardi 30*:
birthday) when she signs date, which also reqires both hands.
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R DOUBLE OINING ONE WEEK HOL1DAY 15(to) 21 MARCH
L pointing
'I hâve got a break week from March 15* to 21V
R holiday periodfromto 4 (before this date) bsy
L
DENIS
'March 4th is "bsy'\ 1 go to the dentist.'
R 13 (after this date) hairdresser appointment 10.00
L pointing handshape appointment
'March 13* at 10.00,1 hâve an appointment at the hairdresserV
Si'March 30*, that':
Figre 27. ointin
BIRHDAY FRIEND
friend's birthday.*
5signhold(LSFB2010 LMU 00.14.49.851 -00.15.11.340)
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Every times the signer gives a new date, she stops looking at the addressee
and looks at her dominant hand and therefore at the area associated with
the date mentioned. In the meantime, she maintains her passive hand as
a pointing sign. his hold refers to the first date (the break week between
March 15* and 21*) which is the référence point for the whole séqence.
his pointing does not refer to a short and précise moment. It is not only
a day bt a whole week. As in the eample above, the référence time is a
period (more or less long as the case may be: a cople of years or a week)
and not a given point in time.
he first appointment the signer describes is on March 4* and to sitate
it, she moves her right hand with handshape "4" backwards and to the left of
the pointing hand. he dominant hand signs the new temporal information
while the other hand maintains the référence point. As sch she mirrors the
représentation of the éléments on the screen. he same process occrs for
the second appointment bt in this case, the dominant hand articlâtes the
sign "13" and moves forwards to the right of the pointing hand and is held
there to indicate the sitation of 13 in relation to 4 and the holiday which is
still the référence point maintained on her weak hand. However, the hand
shape ofthe weak hand changes while prodcing the sign appointment to two
etended fingers (inde and middle finger). he third date (March 30*) is
also signed by the right hand bt the left hand no longer engages in pointing,
bt there is a manal spreading (see Sâfâr and Crasborn, this volme) ofthe
sign appointment (which at the same time might be related to a pointing sign
becase ofthe similar handshape and becase the signer maintains the hand
shape while her right hand articlâtes the date march 30™)-
With respect to time lines, this séqence can be regarded as a mitre of
two aspects. On the one hand, the beginning ofthe séqence can be sitated
on time Une 2. From the first sign doble pointing to dentist (corresponding
to the first eleven pictres), éléments seem to be articlated on this séqence
Une (Engberg-edersen 1993). On the other hand, when she signs 13 (after
this date) hairdresser, she maintains the boy, which is still referring to the
holidays (from 15* to 21*), bt following the chronological order of line 2,
March 13* is not sitated on the right of the landmark. It is anterior to the
référence point and not posterior to it, so it shold be sitated on the left, bt
this is not what we observe in the video. his can be eplained by the fact
that the signer is inflenced by the calendar she sees on the screen (see Figre
26). On the pictre, 13* is on the right side of4*. his position détermines the
movement oriented to the right. he previos date she mentions is 4* and it is
relative to this date that she sitâtes 13*, adhering to the "plan" timeline. he
last date (30*) she gives is again located on line 2. he signer articlâtes the
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sign 30 forwards and downwards, in an area sitated on the right (Figre 15,
first pictre ofthe last row). So, this séqence shows mied ses of line 2 and
the plan and not only of the plan as one might hâve epected for the whole
description ofthe schedle. We also see that, again contrary to epectations,
she does not follow the chronological order despite the fact that she sees ail
the éléments on the screen. here is no apparent reason for miing the dates
bt she does. She chooses a référence point (the holidays) and she sitâtes
the other events before and after regarding to this référence point.
However, the point ofréférence is given by the combination ofthe eyegaze
and the hands. In this séqence, it corresponds to a moment defined eplic-
itly in the discorse and not to the time ofspeaking. Dring the pointing sign,
the eyegaze is directed from the interloctor onto the passive hand. Interrp
tions ofthe gaze on the addressee occr every time a new date is introdced
when pointing anchors the référence point.
A second eample illstrâtes the same process. he Mardi schedle is
sbmitted to another signer. She eplains the same events bt in a différent
order. However, a pointer boy occrs hère as well.
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R/L UESDAY OINING MUS
'Net esday, 1 hâve to go to the dentist at 14.00/
GO
R pointing-
L point
WO WEEKS FUURE
'Becase two weeks later,
HOLIDAYS
41 go on holidays.'
Figre28. ointing sign hold(LSFB2010 DMcl. 00.19.39.710-00.19.45.102)
Apointing sign occrs at the beginning ofthe eample, directly after tesday.
In LSFB, it is a way to signify the proimity ofthe date, i.e. the net esday.
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here is no hold at this moment. hen the signer gives détails abot the
event linked to the date (i.e., the appointaient with the dentist). Net, another
event happens two weeks later. She cornes back to the first date represented
by the inde handshape with both hands pointing at the same locs (third
row, first pictre) and maintains that locs with the pointer boy while the
active hand gives new temporal information: first, the passive hand is fied
while the active hand moves forward in order to sitate the two dates rela
tive to one another and then the pointing is still held while the active hand
contines to articlate three signs that epress new temporal information
(two weeks ftre). When she signs the pointer boy, her gaze is oriented
on the hands becase this new référence reqires the spport ofthe eyegaze.
he eye contact with the addressee is interrpted and the référence point is
not the time of speaking.
4. Unmarked time verss présent time
hrogh the analysed data, it appears that the ambigity between "présent
tense" and "nmarked time" is de to the fact that both occr in a contet
in which there is no eplicit temporal marking (eplicit marking wold be
any manal items sch as leical signs or pointing and other manal hand-
shapes which can also be sed for pointing). Bt the absence of eplicit
marking does not necessarily imply the présent time by defalt. When there
is no morphological or syntactic élément that warrants a temporal interpréta
tion, the référence time is either ndefined or it has to be nderstood from
the contet and/or from the semantics of non-temporal leical signs. Sch
analysis can be sggested for ail the narratives described in Section 2.7
(70 mintes of 21 séqences, 8 signers). AU those cartoons (see endnote 3)
are signed by ail the informants withot any eplicit marking and the time
of the story is not defined. hat is why they are considered as temporally
nmarked séqences (bt they do follow the chronological order of events).
Moreover, in the :onversational data from the analysed sample, there are a
nmber ofseqen :es in which time is also nmarked. A part ofthe conversa
tion between two
01.39.13.599 toO
and good or bad
a bad one (01.43.:
informants (in th corps ofNovember 2011 SD and SdH
.46.34.290 that is more than 6 mintes) concerns holidays
memories abot travelling. In this séqence, one of the
signers talks abot a good memory (01.40.26.154 - 01.43.35.750) and abot |
9.624 - 01.44.30.300). Dring those 4 mintes, the signer
prodces no eplbit temporal marking: no leical item, no pointing, nothing i
that cold be ana ysed as temporal anchoring. Bt in those cases, it seems
impossible to consider the référence point as the présent time. here is no
misnderstanding between the interloctors. hey are talking abot memo
ries so they obviosly talk abot the past. he contet and the sign memory
which appears in the qestion ofthe first signer seem to give sfficient infor
mation abot the temporal référence point. his is an eample of nmarked
time which cannot be associated with the présent time.
5. Conclsions
In this paper, isses with respect to temporal epression hâve been focsed
on. First, at the level of discorse, the rôle of eyegaze has been nderlined
throgh two différent strctres involved in the marking of temporal infor
mation. On the one hand, the semantic répétition of a period (or moment)
which implies an embraciating constrction in three parts (A-B-A). On the
other hand, there are boys fnctioning as anchors by comparison to which
new temporal points are sitated.
he analyses confirm that the description of the time lines System does
not provide ail the éléments involved in temporal marking. In fact, the
anchoring of a référence point also dépends on where the gaze is oriented to
when the hand(s) articlate(s) temporal signs or maintain(s) pointer boys.
When the point ofréférence is the time of tterance, the eye gaze is oriented
to the addressee while the hands articlate the temporal sign (e.g., now in
the first etract) Bt the présent can be a longer period inclding the crrent
moment of discorse (e.g., in the same eample, "now" refers to the period
between 2000 and now). On the contrary, when the référence is linked to a
point defined in the discorse and which is not concomitant with the time
of speaking, the eyegaze is briefly et off from the addressee and oriented
towards the hands (as in beforeI in 3.2.1.), or towards the hand which is
signing the new temporal information (as in march 4™ in 3.2.2.).
arallel to those statements and analyses, some points still need to be
thoroghly investigated: among other things, the notion ofadverb, the défini
tion of aspect and the relationship between temporal and aspectal marking.
his is the direction I epect my doctoral research to take net.
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Notes
1. I se the gloss beforeI (in contrast with before2) becase in LSFB, différent
signs are glossed by the same French word "avant". (Merent and Sinte, 2013)
2. his maiker (finish) has already been stdied by Merant (2008) and analyzed
as a morphological component ofthe verb.
3. here are 4 différent versions ofthe cartoon "Illsion" (the cartoon lasts 11.30
min), 4 ofthe cartoon "For the birds" (03.23 min), 4 of"Knick Knack" (02.00
min), 4 of "he pink lollipop attack" (04.41 min) and 5 short cartoons of
"Wall-e" (02.30 min).
4. he data collection System of this corps is based on the Creagest roject
(2007-2012). See Balvet et al, 2010.
5. his part of the recorded data présents a major problem. he power point
présentation inflences the orientation of the signers* eyegazes. hey need to
look at it before and dring signing. A part of those videos are therefore not
sable. Besides, the fect that the interviewer is a hearing researcher inflences
the answers of the signers who are tempted to adapt their signing in fonction f
of their non-native interloctor, whether they do so consciosly or not. For at
least both reasons, new data has been collected in a more appropriate manner
reslting in the November 2011 corps.
6. i.e., video recorded in the contet ofthe research grop on LSFB for bilingal
teachers in 2004.
7. i.e., the corps composed for the dictionary of LSFB project fnded by "Le
pri Cliniqe de Bel Oeil".
8. here is a second instance ofholiday (first pictre, second row) in which the
passive hand is not involved.
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